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Motivation

PoC Implementation

▌ In-memory Key-Value stores (KVSs) are
critical components of modern web services.
▌ Given their key role in website performance,
KVS are carefully tuned to maximize
throughput and minimize response time.
▌ Related work
 KVSs have been optimized to take advantage of
modern server's hardware [1].
 Purpose-built accelerators have been proposed to
improve performance [2].

NICached

▌ Idea: combine the two approaches in a
single implementation that runs both on
general purpose servers and on SmartNICs.
▌ Solution:
 NICached, a general caching system for KVSs,
which can be supported by upstream Linux Kernels
and amenable to be offloaded to different types of
SmartNICs.
 A cache that sits at the earliest packet processing
point of a modern server's network processing
stack.

▌ Caching strategy: Store the most recently
requested Key/Value entries.

Design

▌ NICached implemented using the OpenState
abstraction could be deployed to several
targets.
 NetFPGA.
 P4 based NICs.
 eBPF for Linux or for NPU-based SmartNIC.

▌ NICached PoC deployed using the eBPF
target.
 eXpress Data Path (XDP) hook is used.
 XDP_TX action to trasmit packets.

▌ Testbed:
 Two machine with Intel Xeon E5-1630 CPUs (4
cores @3.70GHz).
 Two Mellanox ConnectX-3 (40Gbps) Ethernet
cards.
 XDP_TX baseline 6.9 million packets per second
(Mpps).

▌ Software micro-benchmarks:
▌ Several proposals in programmable network
data planes suggest FSM abstraction as
programming model [3,4].
▌ NICached algorithm can be easily expressed
using a Finite State Machine (FSM).
 we describe NICached using the OpenState [3]
abstraction.

 Cache composed by 3.2 million of entries,
Key/Value size 8 bytes.
 Small entries represent the critical workload for
KVS[1,5].
 memcached throughput ~ 0.9 million of request
per second.
 NICached throughput ~ 5.4 million of request per
second, using a single core.
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